








Childrens understanding and use of inversion in arithmetic1
Peter BryantDepartment of Education, University of OxfordEnglandpeter.bryant@educa.on.ox.ac.uk
AbstractIn this presentation, I consider the origins and the extent of children’s under-standing of the inverse relation between addition and subtraction. I argue thatthis understanding might have its origins in children’s informal experiences withphysical matter but I also show that it is possible to improve children’s grasp ofinversion through teaching. I also show that his teaching has beneficial effectson children’s solutions to sophisticated word problems in which the arithmeticaloperation that is need for the solution is not immediately obvious.Key wordsInverse relation between addition & subtraction, additive composition of number,mathematical reasoning.
1 Introduction
Soon after children have learned to count, they begin to be taught about addition andsubtraction at school, and a little later about multiplication and division. These fourarithmetical operations are at the centre of children’s formal experience with mathe-matics during their first few years at school. The operations are in some ways separate,but there are connections between them and it seems very likely, and almost uncon-troversial, that it is as important for children to learn about these connections as aboutthe individual operations themselves.One clear connection is inversion. This is the principle that each arithmetical operationhas its opposite: the opposite or inverse relation to addition is subtraction, and viceversa. The opposite or inverse relation to multiplication is division, again vice versa.One familiar way of illustrating the inversion of addition and subtraction is with prob-lems in which the same quantity is added and subtracted - a+b-b . Here the additionand subtraction cancel each other out, which removes the need for any computation tosolve the problem. If you add and subtract the same amount you restore the statusquo. If you add more than you subtract, you increase the quantity. If you subtract morethan you add, you increase it. On the whole children in their first years at school doquite well in problems of this sort (Bryant, Christie & Rendu, 1999) and their success
1 Este trabajo corresponde a una conferencia paralela dictada en la XIII CIAEM, celebrada en Recife,Brasil el año 2011.
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2 Inversion: identity and quantity










the children would learn about identity before quantity and so there would beseveral children who understand identify inversion but not quantity inversion, butthere would be no children who understand quantity inversion but not identityinversion.All three predictions turned out to be correct. The overall success of the children wasfar greater with the identity than with the quantity problems. The 6-year old childrenwere more successful than the 5-year old children in the quantity condition but nobetter than them in the identity condition. Finally, when we looked at children whomade a significantly better than chance number of correct choices in the two conditions,we found that 20 out of the 64 children produced significantly above chance scores inthe difficult quantity condition, and all of these 20 children also produced significantlyabove chance scores in the easier identity condition. So there are children who cansolve the identity problems well, but cannot solve the quantity problems, but no childrenwho can solve the quantity problems and yet fail with the identity ones. This is clearevidence that understanding the inversion of identity proceeds, and may lead to, theunderstanding of the inversion of quantity.
3 Inversion: transparent and non-transparent
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5. Minus 2 decomposition: a+b-(b+2), e.g. 21+12-146. Minus 3 decomposition: a+b-(b+3), e.g. 21+6-97. Minus 1 decomposition (involving multiples of 10): a+b-(b+1), e.g. 18+30-318. Minus 2 decomposition (involving multiples of 10): a+b-(b+2), e.g. 19+10-129. Minus 3 decomposition (involving multiples of 10): a+b-(b+3), e.g. 26+20-23The control problems were designed as sums to which it would be very difficult andprobably impossible for the children to apply the principle of inversion. So, the childrenhad to compute to do the sum. In the two inversion problems, exactly the samequantity was added and subtracted, and these were therefore paradigm a+b-b inversionproblems. In the remaining problems (problems 4-9) inversion was possible if the childdecomposed the subtrahend. In some cases (problems 4 & 7) the subtrahend differedfrom the preceding addend by 1, in others (problems 5 & 8) by 2 and in others (problems6 & 9) by 3.Table 1 gives the mean number of correct answers for the control problems and the twostraight inversion problems (problems 2 and 3). This shows that the children were ableto use the inversion principle and this was was very helpful to them to do so since theymanaged to answer the inversion problems so much better than the control problems.
Table 1Mean and standard deviation of number of sums correct (out of a possible 4)in the control and the straight inversion problemsAge (years) Control Inversion Inversion (10s)8 Mean 1.57 3.04 3.139 Mean 1.33 3.84 3.9510 Mean 2.20 3.60 3.80










Table 2Mean and standard deviation of number of decomposition sums correct (out of a possible4)when the difference between the quantity of the addend and the subtrahend was 1 (problems4 and 7), 2 (problems 5 and 8) and 3 (problems 6 and 9)Age (years) Difference of Difference of 2 Difference of 38 Mean 1.91 1.83 1.43Standard:problems 4-6 9 Mean 2.58 2.42 2.2110 Mean 3.15 2.90 3.058 Mean 2.48 2.00 1.65With multiplesof 10: problems7-9 9 Mean 2.89 2.84 2.7910 Mean 3.10 3.10 3.16
These results demonstrate that many 8- to 10-year-old children seem to be able torecognise the possibility of transforming a complex sum into an inversion problem andthus of making the problem easily soluble. They can actively create inversion.In other work, which I will not describe in any detail here because it is alreadypublished, Camilla Gilmore and I (Gilmore & Bryant, 2008) showed that many 8-year-old children can create and use inversion in another context. To put it in a nutshell,we presented on a screen 5-term addition and subtraction sums and we found thatthe majority, but not all, of the children did much better with problems with a latentinversion structure like 15+11-8-3 +? than with control problems like 13+11-5-4+?.The positive results are indeed impressive. The children who successfully constructeda 4-term inversion problem (14+11-11=?) out of 15+11-8-3 +? needed no hint to doso. They plainly saw the power and the usefulness of inversion in arithmetic.
4 Inversion as part of children’s relational calculus
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is also a subtraction. So, in these start- and change-unknown problems, children haveto reason in quite a sophisticated way about the underlying structure of the quantita-tive relations in the story, in order to decide whether to add or subtract, and it seemshighly likely that their understanding of the relation between addition and subtractionplay an important role in this reasoning.We examined this hypothesis in an intervention study in which we taught some 7- and8-year-old children about the inversion principle over two sessions and others for thesame amount of time about numerical procedures to do with counting and computation.When we taught the inversion group about the inverse relation between addition andsubtraction, we included start-unknown but not change-unknown problems. We gaveall the children a pre-test with both start- and change-unknown problems just beforethe first intervention and an identical immediate post-test just after the second of thetwo intervention sessions. We also gave the children a delayed post-test, with start-and change-unknown problems 8 weeks after the end of the intervention.The results, which I shall present in detail in my oral presentation, were mainly posi-tive. The children who were taught about inversion did better in the change-unknownproblems in the post-tests than the children who had been taught about numerical pro-cedures, even though the inversion intervention did not include any change-unknownproblems. It seems that the experience of being taught about the inverse relation be-tween addition was a radical help to the children when they had to work out that anaddition was the right solution to a change-unknown story about a subtraction, andvice versa.
5 Conclusions
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